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Luke 16:19-31 
19“There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and who feasted sumptuously 
every day. 20And at his gate lay a poor man named Lazarus, covered with sores, 21who longed to 
satisfy his hunger with what fell from the rich man’s table; even the dogs would come and lick his 
sores. 22The poor man died and was carried away by the angels to be with Abraham. The rich man 
also died and was buried. 23In Hades, where he was being tormented, he looked up and saw 
Abraham far away with Lazarus by his side. 24He called out, ‘Father Abraham, have mercy on me, 
and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue; for I am in agony in these 
flames.’ 25But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember that during your lifetime you received your good 
things, and Lazarus in like manner evil things; but now he is comforted here, and you are in 
agony. 26Besides all this, between you and us a great chasm has been fixed, so that those who might 
want to pass from here to you cannot do so, and no one can cross from there to us.’ 27He said, ‘Then, 
father, I beg you to send him to my father’s house— 28for I have five brothers—that he may warn 
them, so that they will not also come into this place of torment.’ 29Abraham replied, ‘They have Moses 
and the prophets; they should listen to them.’ 30He said, ‘No, father Abraham; but if someone goes to 
them from the dead, they will repent.’31He said to him, ‘If they do not listen to Moses and the 
prophets, neither will they be convinced even if someone rises from the dead.’” 
 
Reflection 
There’s something important about parables. If you think you understand what they’re all about, you 
need to look again. Always ---- ALWAYS there is more to learn. Dr. David Lose, a Lutheran Professor 
of Homiletics says “First, a parable is a parable, not a complete systematics. Parables aren’t told to 
give you a complete theological system or to address ultimate questions once and for all. They are 
meant to give us a glimpse – often surprising, even jarring glimpses – into the kingdom of God. They 
present various slivers of the “kingdom logic” of the God who regularly surprises us with God’s 
compassion and concern.” (http://www.workingpreacher.org/craft.aspx?post=2754) 
 
In this one there are obvious reminders about living in that “kingdom logic” – to see and respond to 
those people we’d rather not see. To realize that others are not there for us to order around; that all 
are equally beloved and valued in God’s eyes. To pay attention to the fact that the privileges and 
possessions we have are not for us alone but for those with whom we can share them. To consider 
the reality that our choices have actual consequences. There are so many reminders that we can 
draw from this parable, so many glimpses of grace that we need regularly. For now, though, let’s 
concentrate on that great chasm that Abraham tells the wealthy man has been impenetrably fixed. 
 
Where do chasms come from? Some start with a small but steady trickle of water, gradually 
increasing and wearing away the earth over eons. Some come from great earthquakes, shattering the 
landscape. Some appear, seemingly out of nowhere, like sinkholes that have been forming unseen, 
and suddenly collapse. Sit with these images for a while and begin to wonder. Where do chasms 
between people start? Even if they seem always to have been there – as the Grand Canyon seems 
always to have been there – they had to have started somewhere, somehow, sometime. What about 
chasms between people and God? What about chasms within us? 
 
Since parables are partly designed to make us think, to imagine, to seek glimpses of the reign of God 
in the here and now, we might ask if our chasms are truly uncrossable. We might imagine how, with 
God’s help, the devastating chasms between rich and poor, between powerful and powerless, 
between the full and the hungry, between the right and the left might be crossed. We might also start 
imagining, asking God for ways across chasms between us and someone we’ve rejected or been 
rejected by. Someone by whom we need to be forgiven. Someone we need to forgive. Is there a 
chasm forming in your own life? Is it possible to stop it now, before it gets too big? Where do you see 



the reign of God working to redeem those chasms? What might you do to be part of that redemption 
before the chasm becomes uncrossable? 


